
Advanced 300 Hour
Teacher Training Modules



Module Dates & Times*
Jan- Dec 2023
Select Weekends, Fri-Sun
Schedule:
Friday 2-4, 5-9pm (6)
Saturday 8-10am, 1-5pm (6)
Sunday 9-11:15am, 12-4pm (6)
Guest teacher modules may have slight variations, please refer to each module to confirm

All modules are offered In Person. Some Modules are offered Online. Students may elect, on a per module basis  to
attend in either format, but  must commit to attend the entire module in selected format. IE students must attend a
module all in person or all online.

12 weekends over 12 months to receive RYT 300. Or choose your modules
to eventually matriculate into the 300 hour certificate

Mentor Program

Included in the Full ADV TT is a 30 hour Mentor Program.  The mentor
program is a unique opportunity for the trainee to receive one on one
feedback. The trainee works directly with the lead teacher to understand
class creation, sequence & theme development, and techniques for
adjusting and refining class structure to address the variabilities
encountered in an ever changing public class setting.



The Abhaya Kosha Model to Teaching Part 1 || The Integrated
Approach Connecting Physical & Breath Bodies with Tara Glazier
Schedule:
Friday Jan 27th- 2-4, 5-9pm
Saturday Jan 28th- 8-10am, 1-5pm
Sunday Jan 29th- 9-11:15am, 12-4pm

Program for Part 1 will include:
● Skeletal/ Muscular Anatomy Cueing

(Anamayakosha)
● Integrating Breath instructions with

alignment (Pranamayakosha)
● Hands on Adjustments that create skeletal/

muscular stability in standing poses,
standing twists, inversions, and backbends

● Creation of “Physical/ Pranic Theme
Structuring” (ie: themes that are physically
and breath oriented)

The goal of this module is to more deeply
understand the outer koshas of Anamayakosha and
Pranamayakosha and their constituents: Skeleton,
Muscle, Fascia, Endocrine system, and the breath principles. How do we teach from this place
of clarity and integration? Yoga postures are living, breathing entities that are supported by the
muscular-skeletal and the breath. As teachers, we can guide the integrated experience through
our clear cueing and breath instruction. We will learn how to not only instruct with more clarity,
but simultaneously give hands on adjustments that correlate to what we are teaching. Explore
firm yet supple assists that support your students and help them to open naturally. Lastly, the
weekend will close with sequence and theme structuring that utilizes the skills we learned. How
do we put together a class that is structured well and has a physical/ breath centered theme
that pertains to the outer two koshas. A physical “theme” or sequence can be just as powerful
(if not more) than any story or poetry. A well prepared sequence teaches “yoga” without
having to say anything at all about philosophy. These types of classes are appropriate for all
levels and all environments.

4 hours of reading, assignments and self study = 20 hour CE module
Certificate will be given after full attendance and completion of quiz



Restorative Yoga Teacher Training with Narisara Vanichanan

Schedule:
Friday 2/10-2pm - 4pm, 5pm - 8pm
Saturday 2/11-1pm - 7pm
Sunday 2/12- 12pm-4pm, 5pm - 7pm

In this training, immerse yourself in the theory and application of teaching Restorative Yoga.
Restorative Yoga is a practice of receiving support and guiding the body into tranquility &
healing. With the aid of props, the practitioner is placed in poses which soothes the nervous
system, relaxes the mind, calms the spirit, boosts the
immune system, and helps hormonal balance.
Through demonstration, lecture, discussion and
practice-teaching, participants will:

● Practice several, luxurious Restorative Yoga
postures, deepening one’s personal
understanding

● Learn the science and anatomy behind stress
and its detrimental effects on health

● Understand the importance of rest for mind,
emotions, physical body and energetic body

● Create set-ups and adjustments for different
body types and physical conditions

● Discuss environmental cues (music, sound,
scent) that may enhance relaxation and renewal

● How to sequence restorative postures into public classes and with private clients

You must hold a 200-hour yoga teacher training certification to enroll in this training.
Please bring an eye pillow. Wear suitable clothing for light movement.

4 hours of reading, assignments and self study = 20 hour CE module
Certificate will be given after full attendance and completion of quiz



The Art of Sequencing || Skillfully Sequencing toward Level 2-3
Apex Poses: Inversions, Twists/ Binds, & Backbends with Tara
Glazier

Module offered in person & online

Schedule:
March 17th, Friday 2-4pm, 5-9pm
March 18th, Saturday 8-10am, 1-4pm
March 19th,  Sunday 9-11:15am, 12-4pm

Working toward more complex, advanced poses can be tricky within an open level class. The
truth is students want to try new things and be successful at challenging poses but the class has
to be sequenced well so that they feel successful. Learn skillful tools for sequencing that
actually create greater ease instead of frustration. We break down primary complex poses from
each category and see what needs to be
strengthened and what needs to be opened.
But how do we put it all together?
Learn:

● Skillful kramatic (successional) approach
● Repetition templates and sequences to

build confidence
● What modifications are safe and

appropriate to get the student close to
the larger pose

● Using the Abhaya Method learn
refinements such as anchoring, fulcrum, 3D breath, bandhas and more to help students
fly and open

4 hours of reading, assignments and self study = 20 hour CE module
Certificate will be given after full attendance and completion of quiz



Trauma Center Trauma Sensitive Yoga 20hr Training with Jenn
Turner

Schedule:
Friday March 31st- 2-4, 5-9pm
Saturday April 1st- 8-10am, 1-5pm
Sunday April 2nd- 9-11:15am, 12-4pm

Trauma Center Trauma-Sensitive Yoga (TCTSY) is a unique
intervention based on the robust research that has
emerged from The Trauma Center in Boston, MA.

It has become a leading evidence-based adjunct treatment
for complex trauma (sometimes called chronic,
treatment-resistant Post Traumatic Stress Disorder) and is
the only yoga-based practice accepted by SAMSHA and
NREPP.

This 20-hour training (18 hours in person, 2 hours self-study) will emphasize the core
components of the practice and process of trauma sensitive yoga, and how they relate to any
anti-oppressive and trauma sensitive work. The training will provide specific tools to support
participants to facilitate trauma-sensitive movement and breath practices that are vital to the
healing process of complex trauma.
This training is designed for social workers, activists, mental health clinicians, yoga teachers,
educators, and other health care professionals who are looking to deepen their understanding
of the whole-system impact of complex, intersectional trauma.

It is designed to support those professionals in expanding their current practice to incorporate
aspects the Evidence Based Practice (EBP) of Trauma Center Trauma Sensitive Yoga (TCTSY)
through expanding their knowledge of the impacts of complex trauma on the nervous system
and broadening their repertoire with trauma sensitive movement and breath.
This weekend training qualifies as the pre-requisite for application for Trauma Center Trauma
Sensitive Yoga's annual certification program



Art of Sequencing || Skillfully Toward Level 2-3 Apex Poses, Arm
Balances, Deeper hip opening (Lotus), Seated Poses and
variations of Shoulderstand/ Headstand. with Tara Glazier

Module offered in person & online

Schedule:
April 28th, Friday 2-4pm, 5-9pm
April 29th, Saturday 8-10am, 1-4pm
April 30th, Sunday 9-11:15am, 12-4pm

Certain poses are often off limits for open level classes. That said, more advanced teachers with
more experience can prepare their students safely over time. As in part 1, we look at the
primary poses for each category mentioned. We explore
what needs to be strengthened and what would need to
open within the body. From our list, we can then begin to
create a sequence using repetition and Abhaya principles
that allow stability and freedom.

Learn:
● Refined Hip opening principles that allow for arm

balances that require lotus hips (or ankle to knee
position)

● Refinements for advanced inversions of headstand/
shoulder stand and the focal point for each as well
as variations

● Templates for sequencing toward an Apex of these
complex poses

4 hours of reading, assignments and self study = 20 hour CE module
Certificate will be given after full attendance and completion of quiz



Hands On Adjusts || The Sensitivity of a Stable & Healing Assist
with Tara Glazier
Schedule:
May19th, Friday 2-4pm, 5-9pm
May 20th, Saturday 8-10am, 1-4pm
May 21st, Sunday 9-11:15am, 12-4pm

The art of the hands on adjustment, is becoming a thing of the past. Let’s bring it back with
more sensitivity, more acknowledgement and more consent. There is nothing more healing
than touch. We see from the beginning of time, great healers using their hands to help energy
flow. Research now confirms what we feel. It is proven that hugs, human connection, even
holding hands can rapidly increase serotonin and oxytocin within the bloodstream. Humans are
meant to be connected.
An adjustment given with proper stability can change the entire posture, allowing the student
to be free. The adjustments focused on in this module will primarily be stability adjustments.
We learn how to hold to the skeletal structure and create grounding through the vector of the
bones so that the student is empowered on their own to open. Once we get a sense of how to
stabilize in all the various classes of poses, we will work on more opening or transforming
assists that safely take the practitioner to the next level.

Learn stabilizing adjusts for:
● Standing poses (sagittal/

frontal/transverse plane)
● Complex standing poses (binds/twists)
● Inversions
● Backbends
● Seated poses and seated twists

Learn opening adjusts for:
● Inversions
● Backbends
● Deeper hip opening
●

4 hours of reading, assignments and self study = 20 hour CE module
Certificate will be given after full attendance and completion of quiz



Tantric Principles in a Modern World || Looking Through the Lens
of Shiva, Awakening the Empowerment within; Exploration of
Shiva/ Shakti with Tara Glazier

Module offered in person & online

Schedule:
Friday June 9th- 2-4, 5-9pm
Saturday June 10th- 8-10am, 1-5pm
Sunday June 11th- 9-11:15am, 12-4pm

Awakening Empowerment within you through
Exploration of Shiva/ Shakti, the principles of potential
and manifestation.
Dive into Philosophy, myth, and discussion to explore
the unfolding of two of the most powerful icons of the
Tantric Universe. Shiva and more specifically the murti
of the Ananda Tandava - Nataraja, holds within it
inspiring iconography that gives us insight into the
Tantric perspective. Shakti and Shiva dance in union
demonstrating the great dance and pulse of life,
consciousness and the heart. Let Shiva and Shakti’s dance bring a new perspective to light.

Practices include: meditation, pranayama, yoga nidra, contemplation & asana

4 hours of reading, assignments and self study = 20 hour CE module
Certificate will be given after full attendance and completion of quiz



The Art of Theme Development|| The Conceptual & Spanda
Theme- Bring Yoga to Life through Image & Concept with Tara
Glazier

Module offered in person & online

Schedule:
Friday July 28th- 2-4, 5-9pm
Saturday July 29th- 8-10am, 1-5pm
Sunday July 30th- 9-11:15am, 12-4pm

When we learn sequencing, usually it is a product of where we
want to go in the body. That is one skillful way to sequence, but
we can also sequence based on where we want to go thematically
or “what” experience we would like to foster or help create within
the room. A conceptual theme structure explores a particular topic
in different ways (ie: the chakras, or elements, or fascia, etc),
through different asanas (without a particular apex). Concept
classes are great for niche experiences or even a workshop series.
Take your classes into an anthropological exploration of a yoga
concept in a deeper and integrated way.
A spanda theme structure pulses between two complementary
forces in the body, the heart and or the mind.. (hopefully all 3!).
How do we teach a Spanda themed class skillfully and in an
inspired way that allows the practitioner to feel and experience two
sides of the spectrum, that ultimately brings them into greater
freedom. We will explore more than just advanced asana (all asana
levels welcome). More interesting than just difficult asanas, we will see how we can breathe life
into every asana, the most simple to the most complex. Feel the clarity AND the freedom that
awaits!

Learn:
● Conceptual and Spanda Templates for theming
● Personal exploration and reflection on “what you are trying to say” through your theme,

how to get to your WHY
● How does this code onto the body
● What is the goal and how to clarify that within the asana sequence and language



4 hours of reading, assignments and self study = 20 hour CE module
Certificate will be given after full attendance and completion of quiz

Therapeutics 1 || The Unique & Universal Body with Tara Glazier

Module offered in person & online
Schedule
Friday August 25th- 2-4, 5-9pm
Saturday August 26th- 8-10am, 1-5pm
Sunday August 27th- 9-11:15am, 12-4pm

We are all unique and yet we are all part of the same One and have much in common. We all
have a similar skeleton structure and we all have a breath and yet how each of them manifest, is
a little different. Teaching yoga is a challenge when you have so many various bodies in the
room. What works for someone doesn’t work for someone else. However, finding anatomical
neutral, finding the breath, finding our own baseline, is the first step. From there, the body can
begin to build strength and heal. Therapeutic issues are often a problem of overuse or
misalignment in repetition. We can help our students to become aware of small fixes, that
make a big difference! This segment will be integrated with 200 TT so that ADV TT students
are able to practice and analyze therapeutic issues on other bodies.

Explore:
● Our optimal blueprint or anatomical

neutral
● Skeletal Anatomy
● The pranic body and its vitality or lack

thereof in certain parts
● Proper vinyasa alignment in each posture
● Transitions between asanas
● Hands on therapeutic assists specifically

for ankle, knee, hip, low back

4 hours of reading, assignments and self study = 20 hour CE module
Certificate will be given after full attendance and completion of quiz



The Abhaya Kosha Model || The Integrated Experience Teaching
from Physical to Subtle, Connecting Mind/ Intuition/ Heart with
Tara Glazier

Module offered in person & online

Schedule
Friday Sept 22nd- 2-4, 5-9pm
Saturday Sept 23rd- 8-10am, 1-5pm
Sunday Sept 24th- 9-11:15am, 12-4pm

Teaching from Physical to Subtle
Creating Safety, Cultivating Trust and Building your own Intuition as Teacher

Diving into Mind/ Emotional, Intuitive/ Wisdom, & Essence/ heart Bodies Through:
● Language - Words matter! Articulate, mindful

cueing
● Creating trust through language
● Use of reflective and limited active language to

allow their physiology to relax and open to
autonomic breath and safety within the room)

● Theme integration (what makes a kinesthetically
oriented theme and how to do that)

● Myth, story, poetry, encoding the myth onto the
body

● Study of Physiology & Chakras as it connects to
Spirituality and teaching yoga as an integrated
practice. How do we create safe space for the
good hormones to flow, less adrenaline, more
serotonin/ oxytocin and expansive states of
being through teaching

4 hours of reading, assignments and self study = 20 hour CE module
Certificate will be given after full attendance and completion of quiz



Yoga Beyond The Studio Environment|| Retreats, Workshops &
Series with Tara Glazier

Module offered in person & online
Schedule:
Friday Oct 27th- 2-4, 5-9pm
Saturday Oct 28th- 8-10am, 1-5pm
Sunday Oct 29th- 9-11:15am, 12-4pm

Retreats, Workshops & Series
As a yoga teacher, you may find yourself not only wanting to teach inside the yoga studio. You
may feel the itch to travel and/ or open up your tool box to offer workshops locally or
internationally. As you start to find your niche, you may be called to offer specialty workshops.
Offering a retreat over a week period is a very different experience than offering a 1 off class or
even a workshop. Learn how to plan for the week and take our participants through a journey.

This module will include both curriculum creation and brainstorm sessions to get the wheels
turning.

A small portion will be placed on business aspects like pricing, organization, how to deal with
risks and more.

Learn:
● Templates for workshops (timing and building
● Curriculum for Retreat
● Curriculum options for Series
● Brainstorming sessions on personal desires and

how to align our person with the offerings
● Tara has offered workshops and retreats locally,

nationally, and internationally and offers her 25
years experience through ups and downs to
share her insights. Find out what works, what
doesn’t work as well. She’s taught at Kripalu,
Yoga Journal Conference, various yoga studios in
the US as well as led numerous retreats to Costa
Rica, and Bali, Guatemala, and more

4 hours of reading, assignments and self study = 20 hour CE module
Certificate will be given after full attendance and completion of quiz



Therapeutics 2 || Teaching Privates from a Pranic Approach with
Tara Glazier
Schedule:
Friday Nov 17th- 2-4, 5-9pm
Saturday Nov 18th- 8-10am, 1-5pm
Sunday Nov 19th- 9-11:15am, 12-4pm

Therapeutic issues can arise from both muscular-skeletal patterns, that we learned in part 1 and
they can also arise from energetic or pranic depletion in certain areas. Usually it is a
combination of both. Like a plant that needs sun and water to exist, we need prana to heal.
This module will be centered around expanding the prana which then affects alignment,
primarily upper body/ neck/ shoulder alignment. We explore prana through the 5 vayus, the 5
physiological winds that bring grounding, expansion, assimilation, proprioception, and release
within the body. We will look at both teaching privates and group classes through the lens of
the vayus and prana moving optimally in all the 5 directions.

Teaching Private yoga lessons are a powerful offering that can serve students that may not
attend regular open classes and serve them in a different and individual way. By learning how
to meet people where they are at with skill, knowledge and confidence, can bring them into
great healing. Privates ask us to be very attentive and observant with the person in front of us.
The environment for a private lesson is intimate and yet a serious container with a clear goal to
help them find more freedom. We need to know how to create trust and how to create
challenge so that they can grow and progress.

Learn tools & sequences, for observing, instructing, and adjusting for optimal ease and
progress.

Specific goals:
● How to create safe, sacred space and

boundary
● Learn how to observe “neutral” in the

skeletal, muscular structure
● Learn how to observe breath patterns
● Learn how to observe emotional states
● Principles and poses for releasing tension
● Principles and poses for creating strength
● Principles and poses for mitigating stress

and various emotional states

Learn:
● How to see how the vayus are functioning



● How to instruct to the vayus
● Templates for each of the 5 vayus
● Subtle approach to teaching asana
● Offer a therapeutic adjustment and/ or instruction informed by the holding patterns

4 hours of reading, assignments and self study = 20 hour CE module
Certificate will be given after full attendance and completion of quiz



The Art of Theme Development || The Narrative Theme - Bring
Yoga to Life through Story, Myth, & Physical Narrative with Tara
Glazier

Module offered in person & online
Schedule:
Friday Dec 8th- 2-4, 5-9pm
Saturday Dec 9th- 8-10am, 1-5pm
Sunday Dec 10th- 9-11:15am, 12-4pm

Just like the sequence has an intelligent flow, as can the theme.
First we begin to create a physical narrative with the Abhaya
Method as the backdrop. Where is the class going? Where do we
want it to culminate both physically, and subtly as it pertains to the
bigger “goals” of yoga? Once we are clear on the physical coding
and sequencing, we can begin to dive into the “narrative”. Using
scripture, mythology, poetry and teachings that inspire, we can
create our own fabric. Bring with your some of your favorite myths.
We will read, explore, research together and then work to break
down the code of the theme within the body. From there, we can
create our class.

*Recommended to take the Tantric Principles in a Modern World
Module.

Review of types of classes; experiential/ conceptual, toward Apex, potpourri (full spectrum)

● Learn specific templates for Narrative theme classes
● Learn how to code a theme into a physical asana class
● Learn how to use seed sentences for potency and clarity

4 hours of reading, assignments and self study = 20 hour CE module
Certificate will be given after full attendance and completion of quiz



The Goddess Trimurti || Lakshmi, Saraswati,and Durga  with Tara
Glazier

Module offered in person & online

Schedule:
Friday Jan 26th- 2-4, 5-9pm
Saturday Jan 27th- 8-10am, 1-5pm
Sunday Jan 28th- 9-11:15am, 12-4pm

Journey into the land of Goddess.  As we invoke the Goddess
through asana, mythology, meditation/ visualization, mantra,
and yoga nidra, we understand more about how She can be felt as a presence of
support, inspiration and healing.  The Goddess is not only an extrinsic power, she is
also an intrinsic power that lives within us.  She comes to us in the form of our breath,
energy and blood flow, the buoyant expression of an asana and deep wisdom or
intuition, to a name a few of her infinite manifestations.  Explore the Goddess Durga
and her earthbound support,  Laskmi, and her abundance and bounty, and Saraswati’s
wisdom and articulate speech, and higher consciousness.
Not only will we experience the Goddess through practice, we will see how her
principles can be taught in yoga classes and called forth through coding within the
body, mind, and breath.



The Heart of Bhakti || The Yoga of Devotion

Module offered in person & online
Schedule:
Friday Feb 9th- 2-4, 5-9pm
Saturday Feb 10th- 8-10am, 1-5pm
Sunday Feb11th- 9-11:15am, 12-4pm

Details to come!


